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ABSTRACT 

A quadrupole gas analyzer system was calibrated for the gases H2, He, N2, 

02, A, and Xe. The procedure involved first calibrating the system for argon, 

as the reference gas. This was done using conventional techniques. A mixture 

of the above gases was then introduced into the system to be calibrated. The 

system configuration was such that the ratio of the partial pressures of each of 

the test gases with respect to the reference gas would be unity in the absence 

of sorption processes within the test envelope. Near ideal calibration charac- 

teristics of the quadupole - combining the properties of the ion injection system, 

mass filter, and ion collector - are given for Hz, He, N2, and Xe. The indi- 

cated partial pressure of oxygen was, under most test conditions, 10 -3 to 10 -2 

times that of the reference gas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A quadrupole gas analyzer (Varian model #974-0016) was obtained to do gas 

analysis studies. Understandably, however, the manufacturer was unable to 

make meaningful quantitative predictions about the behavior of this instrument 

on our system for gases other than nitrogen and argon. Part of the uncertainty 

stems from possible effects our vacuum environment may have on the analyzer 

system with time. Of equal importance is the fact that each possible test setup 

will yield significantly differing results for the same mass flow rate into the 

system, due to the varying degree to which gas sorption processes occur within 

various systems. In reality the problem is reduced to one of calibrating the 

entire system, not just the residual gas analyzer. To further complicate mat- 

ters, residual gas analyzers have incorporated in their construction, features 

which will result in all of the problems and mysteries associated with ionization 

gauge calibration, l-8 with additional problems associated with ion injection sys- 

tems, mass filtering, and electron multipliers. 

The objective of our tests was to determine the characteristics of a quadru- 

pole gas 9-12 analyzer and vacuum system (quadrupole system hereafter) for 

various system parameters including resolution settings, filament emission, 

electron multiplier voltage, etc. It became impracticable to directly calibrate 

the quadrupole system for even one gas, with all of the system variables. We 

therefore decided to first calibrate a Bayard-Alpert gauge(BAG hereafter) for 

argon, and then use total pressure indications of the RAG to calibrate the quadru- 

pole sys tern. This procedure established argon as the *‘reference gas. ” A 

known mixture of gases (Hz, He, N2, 02, A, and Xe, referred to as the “mixture” 

hereafter) was then introduced into the calibration volume in such a manner that, 

in the absence of sorption processes, the partial pressure of these gases 
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compared with argon would be known. Indicated partial pressures of argon 

then became the “measuring stick” by which calibration for other gases was 

accomplished. Argon was selected as the reference gas due to the low pumping 

speeds of the BAG for this gas. 13- 15 

BAYARD-ALPERT GAUGE CALIBRATION 

The numerous methods of vacuum gauge calibration are fairly well repre- 

sented in the literature cited; We adopted the “static” method; static in the 

sense that each calibration test involved a finite, measured, quantity of gas. 

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the vacuum system used. Volume 

#l (V,) was accurately measured. A McLeod gauge was used to measure pres- 

sure in V1. The variable leak, F1, was then opened, and indicated pressure 

inSV2 measured as a function of time. The thin foil aperture conductance F2, 16 

was calculated. 17 The vacuum system was a double liquid nitrogen trap, oil 

diffusion pump system, capable of achieving pressures <5 x lo-’ Torr in the 

calibration volume (restricted by F2). From mass flow rate equations 16: 

Q2#) = F2A t)-P3A( t, I ’ F2AP2A( t, 

where 

&zA(t) = argon mass flow rate through F2 as a function of time 

F2A = calculated molecular conductance of F2 for argon 

P2A(t) = argon pressure in V2 as a function of time 

P3A(t) = argon pressure on the pump side of aperture F2 

(1) 
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The approximation in Eq. (1) was valid for pressures in V2 2 10 
-7 Torr 

(-2y0 error at this pressure). Then: 

s t t t 
0 

P2A(t)dt = PIAVI, kAP2A (t)dt = ‘IAVI (2) 
i 

where 

PZA 
i 
(t) = indicated partial pressure of argon in V2 as a function of time 

PIAVl = total measured quantity of argon introduced into V2 

kA = required argon gauge calibration constant. 

Nu.merous tests yielded a gauge calibration constant kA of 1.38 * 0.12 

(relative to nitrogen), which appears in good agreement with the literature.3 

These tests were conducted at pressures ranging from 1 X 10 -7 - 5 X 10e5 Torr , 

satisfactory for our purposes in that linearity is known to exist at lower pres- 
18 

ares. 

PRINCIPLE OF QUADRUPOLE SYSTEM CALIBRATION ’ 

The method used is similar, in principle, to that described in glow-discharge 

experiments by Sullivan and Buser, 19 and in gas ionization cross section studies 
20 

by Rapp and Englander-Golden.. Referring to Fig. 1, assume volume VI con- 

tains a mixture of gas X and Y. Assume pressures of gas X and Y in V1 (PIX 

and Ply respectively) were determined, or at least their proportion, during 

mixing. F1 and F2 represent molecular conductances. Let the total system 

be such that P3 << P2 c< P1; Pl, P2 and P3 correspond to the three pressures 

in the system resulting from mass flow through F1 and F2. Using notation 

similar to Eq. (I) gives: 

&Ix = “IxP,,x-p2x~ = FIXPIX = clO-Q 
-l/2 

plX (3) 
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where Cl is a constant independent of the gas species, and mX is the molecular 

weight of gas X. Conservation of mass flow ‘of gas X requires that Q,, (gas X 

mass flow rate through F2) equal QIx. On setting up an equation similar to 

Eq. (3) for Qzxy and on equating the two expressions it is found that 

Developing a similar expression for gas Y and finding 

the ratio of the two partial pressures in V2 gives: 

k2x] [p2y]-1 = [(C,/C,)P,,l [c,/C,)p,,]-l Or P2x = (P1x’p1Y)p2Y 

(4) 

Equation (4) indicates that the proportionality of the partial pressures of the 

two gases is the same in V2 as in VI. This familiar result is restated here 

since the entire calibration scheme is based on this outcome. If Plx and Ply 

are determined accurately (i. e., with a McLeod or Bourdon tube gauge), then 

their ratio may be accurately expressed in Eq. (4). If the analyzer system 

appending V2 is accurately calibrated for a reference gas, such as species Y 

in Eq. (4), one may, without loss of generality, mix any number of gases in 

VI, and as long as the proportionality of a species is known with respect to the 

reference gas Y, Eq. (4) will have the form: Pzx = rxyP2y, (rxy being the 

ratio of the known partial pressures in VI). Assuming that P2Y is the “absolute” 

partia1 pressure of gas Y in V2 as the result of reference gas calibration, then 

Eq. (4) will take the form: 

kxp 2xi = %YP2Y (5) 

where kX is the required relative calibration constant, and P2x the indicated 
i 

partial pressure of gas X in V2. 
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* MOLECULAR CONDUCTANCE F1 

The above derivation is invalid if Fl is not molecular (i.e., P2 varies Line- 

arly with PI, and mass flow according to the inverse square root of the molec- 

ular weight of the gas species}. Pressure P2 may be maintained at pressures 

ranging from 
-10 

10 -10D4 Torr, while P1/P2 could be 105-101’. A commercial, 

all-metal, variable leak (Granville-Phillips series.203) was tested for molec- 

ularity under conditions of such large pressure ratios. Morrison had pre- 

viously established linearity under such conditions. 21 Morrison’s findings and 

the probable molecularity of the leak were substantiated in the following tests. 

Figure 2 represents the system used in these tests. Total pressure in V1 (in- 

. 

dicated with Bourdon tube gauge) was varied while pressure in V2 was measured 

with a BAG. In separate tests with He, N2 and A, the variable leak was closed 

during the interim roughing of VI’ Typical results are given in Fig. 3. Argon 

and helium data are normalized to nitrogen for convenience, assuming molecularity. 

Molecularity, at best, could only be demonstrated to within a factor of two if the 

variable leak setting were changed prior to roughing of V1. 

In subsequent tests with He and A, the variable leak was not moved during 

interim roughing of V1. Typical results of these tests are shown in Fig. 4. 

Taking the ratio of slopes for A and He data in Fig. 4, assuming molecularity 

of F1, and using published 3 average BAG relative sensitivities, agreement is 

found to within 3% of what is theoretically predicted. 

RESULTS OF CAIJBRATION OF QUADRUPOLE SYSTEM 

Our experiments were divided into three test sequences. The first involved 

calibrating the quadrupole system for argon with a calibrated BAG; the second, 

conducting calibration experiments with a mixture of N2 and A (equal partial 
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pressures in V1, Fig. 1); the third, conducting calibration experiments with 

the gas Wixture. I1 All gases in the “mixture” were mixed in equal proportion 

to the reference gas in VI (at 140 Torr), with the exception of Xe (at 3.72 Torr). 

This gives a value of unity to rxy in Eq. (5), except for Xe. These proportions 

will change with time, however. 

On concluding argon calibration, the A-N2 mixture was introduced into the 

system. Typical results of these tests are shown in Fig. 5. CO desorption as 

a consequence of introducing A into V2 stabilized at -2-3% of the indicated A 

pressure. CO was the major background gas during A tests; the other two major 

peaks, H2 and COB, being an order of magnitude lower. Figure 5 is therefore 

fairly indicative of the relative sensitivity of the quadrupole system for N2 

compared to A. Sequential data points (left to right) for A and N2 are taken with 

the, same resolution setting, the last data point for A being omitted. An indication 

of relative changes in sensitivity for various resolution settings is observed by 

noting changes in the slope of imaginary lines connecting sequential data points 

for A and N2. 

MIXED GAS EXPERIMENTS 

On initially introducing the “mixed” gas into the test volume, the partial 

pressure of O2 (electron multiplier current) was observed to be - 0.2% of that 

of A. Eventually this increased to 15.2% of the argon partial pressure. This 

was to be expected, as O2 is known to be pumped very effectively (also HZ, N2, 

and A, but to lesser extents) by several mechanisms in hot filament ionization 

gauges (thoria-coated iridium filament in our case). 13- 15 At a state of equi- 

librium, and with an argon partial pressure of 3.8 x 10e6 Torr, experiments 

were conducted to determine relative sensitivity compared with A, as a function 

of quadrupole resolution settings. Figure 6 summarizes these findings, 
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normalized to A at the lowest resolution setting shown. Findings are similar 

to those of Harra, 11 who normalized data to CO2 (determined to be similar to 

A in our tests), except that only m/e 14 and 16 appear to be significantly de- 

pressed below the argon line in this case. All of Harra’s data (including m/e 

1, 2, 12, 18, and 28) fell significantly below the CO2 line for certain resolution 

settings. It is speculated that the loss in relative transmission of m/e 14 and 

16 in our data is probably due to scattering effects on dissociation of molecular 

nitrogen and oxygen. The behavior of m/e 20 substantiates this. 

Figure 7 shows all data taken in the particular test sequence given in Fig. 6 

(now including CO,), except that data are shown normalized to m/e 20 approxi- 

mately mid-point in the data surface. This figure best illustrates the sensitivity- 

resolution compromise characteristic of quadrupole mass filter systems. 

Figure 8 is a typical “mixed” gas mass spectrum observed with a resolution 

setting of 6 (see Fig. 7). The Xe spectrum superimposed in Fig. 8 was obtained 

by switching to the high mass range of the instrument, and therefore should not 

be compared directly with low mass range findings in terms of sensitivity and 

resolution. This spectrum indicates that water vapor (18) and CO2 are formed 

when introducing the “mixed” gas. For the same quadrupole system setting 

(with BAG off, as in most of thes’e tests), typically, the proportion in electron 

multiplier current H20: CO,: A in the A-N2 experiments was 1:5:2000, while 

in the “mixed” gas experiments it was approximately 1:2.5:16. From A-N2 

calibration experiments, the increase in CO on introducing the “mixture” was 

probably negligible, compared to increases in CO2 and H20. 

Table 1 summarizes “sensitivity” of the quadrupole system for the various 

gases at an acceptable resolution setting, and assuming negligible sorption 

processes within the calibration volume. This assumption is, of course, 
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absurd for ac.tive gases such as O2 and may also lead to large errors in cali- 

bration for N2 and A. Such problems were encountered early in our experiments, 

and are illustrated in Fig. 9. This figure shows the effect produced by first 

turning off the system BAG ( operating at 2 mA emission), and then reducing 

the quadrupole filament emission. A state of equilibrium was acheived for each 

successive reading (progressing from right to left in the figure). Assuming that 

increases in indicated partial pressures were primarily due to reduced gauge 

pumping rather than gauge desorption processes, 26 gauge pumping speeds for 

A and N2 were calculated to be 0.068 and 0.47 1/set respectively. Pumping 

speeds of the quadrupole at 1.0 mA emission for A and N2 were calculated to 

be 0.082 and 0.097 l/set, respectively. In these tests F2 conductance (see 

Fig. 1) was - 0.25 1/set (N2). This was increased to - 0.5 l/see in all sub 

‘sequent tests, and quadrupole filament emission was maintained at 5 0.5 mA. 

CONCLUSION 

A simple method was discussed for calibrating a quadrupole gas analyzer. 

Perhaps through use of gas mixtures, including an inert reference gas, gas- 

system interactions such as occur in Bayard-Alpert gauges and gas analyzers 

maybe more thoroughly understood. Our experiments were by no means refined, 

but did demonstrate the feasibility of the technique of calibration through use of 

a reference gas. 
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1. Schematic representation of apparatus used in quadrupole gas analyzer 

system calibration experiments. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Schematic representation of apparatus used in testing vacuum conductance 

of variable leak Fl. 

Results of tests for linearity of variable leak for a.rgon, helium and nitrogen. 

Bayard-Al.pert gauge indicated pressure in volume number 2 as a function of 

Bourdon tube gauge pressure i.n volume number 1, for helium and argon with 

variable leak fixed. 

5. Quadrupole system sensitivity for argon and nitrogen as a function of 

resolution. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Quadrupole system relative transmission of gas speci.es as a function of 

quadrupole resolution. 

Quadrupole system relative sensieivity as a function of resolution. All values 

normalized to doubly ionized argon near center of data surface. 

Typical quadrupole mass spectrum observed when introducing equal proportions 

of hydrogen, h&urn, nitrogen, oxygen, and argon, with trace of xenon 

(0.53% of gas mixture). 

9. Sorption of argon and nitrogen by Bayard-Alpert gauge ancl quadrupole system 
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